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If you dream something over more than 3 times in a
row
You want something, don't you? You want something,
don't you let go
Try and believe, try and believe that wishes come true
That someplace it's perfect, a spot time has made for
you

Can you hold on to something, hold on to something
too long?
Can you push in the right place, push til the right feels
all wrong?
I used to believe, I used to believe that wishes come
true
But it's hard to believe you count as a wish, do you?

It's just a dandelion
It's just a game
It's not a stupid sign
When it doesn't rain
Wherever winds will blow
Won't matter at all
I'll chase it forever
Wherever the dandelion falls

She's got a fortune, a fortune of life to confess
And somedays she wears it, she's wearing that boy's
favorite dress
I gotta believe, I gotta believe that wishes help us stand
She's looking around corners, still looking, that boy's
now a man

It's just a dandelion
It's just a game
It's not a stupid sign
When it doesn't rain
Wherever winds will blow
Won't matter at all
I'll chase it forever
Wherever the dandelion falls
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He's running for someday, colder today than the last
He'll pass through the city, pass to find their patch of
grass
I gotta believe, I gotta believe that wishes are more
than sand
Cause looky right here, look what I've got in my hand

It's just a dandelion
It's just a game
It's not a stupid sign
When it doesn't rain
Wherever winds will blow
Won't matter at all
I'll chase it forever
Wherever the dandelion falls
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